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Constraint is the core problem of high-level access control. Traditional access 

control constraints, such as Separation of Duty (SOD) constraints of Role-Based Ac-

cess Control (RBAC) and Chinese wall policy, lack the consideration of user similarity 

and sensitive combination of permissions or objects. Secret sharing scheme is used to 

share important data or complete a sensitive task. This paper proposes secret sharing 

scheme based approach for access control constraints which are against similar user 

clusters and sensitive combination of permissions. The proposed approach not only 

flexibly enforces traditional access control constraints but also effectively prevents sim-

ilar users’ collusive attack. The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach is 

shown by test results.      
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Constraint is an important factor in access control [1-5]. Clark and Wilson propose 

SOD (Separation Of Duty), and regard it as a major mechanism of preventing commercial 

fraud and mistakes. SOD is used to express access control policies involving several peo-

ple, and it requires several different people to accomplish a task. SOD [1, 4] of RBAC 

(Role-Based Access Control) [6, 7] and Chinese wall policy [2] cover basic constraints in 

access control. Until now, there has been a significant amount of literature related to the 

formal expression and enforcement of these two kinds of constraints [1, 4, 5, 8-13]. 

Constraint policy has high priority in access control policy set. RBAC becomes im-

perfect without constraint policy [5]. Constraint greatly reduces the extra risk caused by 

accessing permission [14]. Previous work [8] shows that there will be a huge extra risk if 

similar user group members successively access permissions from a risky combination of 

permissions. [9] stresses that to complete a sensitive task through invoking several per-

missions requires a certain amount of users’ participation. [15] shows that in RBAC risk 

will increase when more permissions are possessed by fewer users. Therefore, it is insuf-

ficient to only consider the user-permission relationship in access control decision making. 

The similarity of users and the sensitive combination of permissions should also be taken 

into account. Consider a situation. There are three people Alice, Bob and Oscar. Alice is 

a member of a research grant committee who is responsible for the assignment of research 

grant applications to peer reviewers; Bob is one of the applicants for the research grant; 
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and Oscar is an expert on the peer reviewer list. Alice, Bob and Oscar happen to be ac-

quainted with each other since they have worked in a research center together before, and 

were co-authors of a book and some research articles. Therefore, there might be some 

cheating. Alice assigns Bob’s application to Oscar, and Oscar gives good review com-

ments and feedback to the application regardless of despite the low quality of Bob’s ap-

plication. Obviously, there exists a common interest. Applying for the research grant, 

assigning the application to peer reviewers, and reviewing the application compose a sen-

sitive combination of permissions. Thus, the assignment of the three permissions to the 

same person or even similar persons should be restricted. In this example, the three peo-

ple have similarities in their occupation; they have an academic relationship of coauthor-

ing the same publications. Therefore, the similarity or relationship among the users and 

the sensitive combination of permissions can tell the system in a way which users might 

conspire to attack the system via successively accessing permissions from these sensitive 

combination of permissions. 

According to the relationship among users or similarity w.r.t. attributes information, 

personal identity information or access history, we can mine similar user clusters using 

clustering algorithm [16-18], as it is important in access control. The more similar users 

are, the greater the possibility of conspiracy becomes. Neither of RBAC constraint and 

Chinese wall policy has a concept of similar users; hence they cannot effectively handle 

the situation described above. 

Cryptographic approaches have been utilized in Access Control [19-22]. Users pro-

vide secret keys in order to access permissions. Users use their keys to decipher the en-

crypted data they accessed or to provide the corresponding keys to the application system 

as one of the user’s attributes in order that the application system then makes an access 

control decision on the basis of the user’s key. The original intention of the secret sharing 

scheme [23] is to protect cryptographic keys from loss. It may be used as a shared control 

mechanism if shares from two or more users are required to enable a critical or sensitive 

action. The reconstructed master key allows the triggering of this action or reconstruction 

of the master key itself is a critical or sensitive action. The principal motive of access 

control constraints is to separate permissions or objects combination of which is sensitive 

or risky to different users to prevent commercial fraud or mistakes. From the point of 

decomposing sensitive actions to different users, the secret sharing scheme in cryptog-

raphy helps us to describe and enforce access control constraints. 

This paper firstly examines the principal motive of constraints. Secondly, it intro-

duces the concept of similar user cluster in RBAC, and proposes the secret sharing 

scheme based access control constraint against similar users’ collusive attack. This con-

straint is capable of expressing and enforcing SOD of RBAC and Chinese wall policy. 

Finally, experimental results are provided to show the feasibility and effectiveness of this 

approach. 

The rest of this paper is organized as the following: Section 2 analyzes SOD con-

straints of RBAC and Chinese wall policy, and user-permission relationship. Section 3 

presents secret sharing scheme based access control constraints against similar user clus-

ter and sensitive combination of permissions. Section 4 shows experimental results and 

evaluation of the proposed approach. Related work is discussed in Section 5. Finally, 

conclusions are drawn and further work is considered. 
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2. ACCESS CONTROL CONSTRAINTS AND USER PERMISSION RE-
LATIONSHIP 

Conventional access control constraints are SOD of RBAC and Chinese wall policy. 

Constraints can prevent users from plotting together to access several permissions or ob-

jects separately in order to cheat the system. There is a need to further understand the 

purpose of constraints, analyze the relationships among users, and relationships among 

permissions or objects when considering user-permission relationship. This section sum-

marizes some constraints enumerated in [1] and [2] and for the sake of simplicity, we do 

not discuss session in this paper as it does not affect our discussion.  

2.1 Access Control Constraints 

2.1.1 Role-based Separation of Duty 

(1) 
1 2

( ,{ , })
ki i iU r r r,..., , 

1 2 1 2, { , ,..., }
ki i i nr r r r r r,..., , 2 k n  : This constraint re-

quires that no user is authorized to k  roles 
1 2
,

ki i ir r r,...,  from role set 1 2{ , ,..., }nr r r . It 

indicates that the combination of any k  roles from 1 2{ , ,..., }nr r r  is sensitive, it fur-

ther implies that the combination of permissions granted to or inherited by these k  
roles is sensitive, that is: 

1 2
{ , }

_ ( )
i i ik

r r r r

authorized permissions r
 ,...,

, 
1 2 1 2, { , ,..., }

ki i i nr r r r r r,...,  

is a sensitive combination of permissions. This constraint prevents any user from being 

authorized to these sensitive roles to accomplish certain sensitive tasks through the au-

thorized permissions of those sensitive roles. 

2.1.2 Permission-Based Separation Of Duty 

(2) 
1 2

( ,{ , })
ki i iU p p p,..., ，

1 2 1 2, { , ,..., }
ki i i np p p p p p,..., ，2 k n  : This constraint 

requires that no user can invoke k  permissions 
1 2
,

ki i ip p p,...,  from the permission 

set 1 2, ,..., np p p . It implies that combination of any k  permissions from  1 2, ,..., np p p  

is sensitive. This constraint prevents any user from invoking these sensitive permissions 

to accomplish certain sensitive tasks. 

(3) 
1 2

( ,{ , })
ki i iR p p p,..., ，

1 2 1 2, { , ,..., }
ki i i np p p p p p,..., ， 2 k n   this constraint 

requires that no role can invoke k  permissions 
1 2
,

ki i ip p p,...,  from the permission 

set  1 2, ,..., np p p . It implies that the combination of any k  permissions from 

 1 2, ,..., np p p  is sensitive. This constraint prevents users who have the same role from 

invoking these sensitive permissions to accomplish certain sensitive tasks through this 

role. 

2.1.3 Object-Based Separation Of Duty 

(4) 
1 2

( ,{ , })
ki i iU ob ob ob,..., ，

1 2 1 2, { , ,..., }
ki i i nob ob ob ob ob ob,..., ， 2 k n  :this con-
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straint is similar to (2) expect for the object, since permission is composed of the object 

and operation on it. 

(5) 
1 2

( ,{ , })
ki i iR ob ob ob,..., ，

1 2 1 2, { , ,..., }
ki i i nob ob ob ob ob ob,..., ， 2 k n  : this con-

straint is similar to (3) expect for the object, since the permission is composed of the ob-

ject and operation on it. 

2.1.4 Chinese Wall Policy 

(6) 1 2( ,{ , }, )U ob ob op : This constraint requires that any user can only do operation 

op  on one of the objects 1ob  and 2ob , but not on both simultaneously, which means 1ob  

and 2ob are mutually disjoint. It also implies that the combination of 1ob  and 2ob is sen-

sitive. This constraint prevents any user from doing operation op  on 1ob  and 2ob to 

accomplish a sensitive task. 

In a word, role-based separation of duty considers the sensitive combination of roles, 

so then implicitly considers the sensitive combination of permissions; permission-based 

separation of duty considers sensitive combination of permissions; object-based separa-

tion of duty considers sensitive combination of objects. When we say sensitive combina-

tion, we mean that if a user or some similar users accomplish a specific task through ac-

cessing permissions from this combination or do specific operations on objects from this 

combination in a specific time period, there will be a high probability of loss or commer-

cial fraud. In (1), (2), (4) and (6), sensitive combination of permissions or objects are 

against the same user; in (3) and (5), sensitive combination of permissions or objects are 

against multiple similar users. That is, they are against users who bear resemblance in 

their authorized roles. 

2.2 User-Permission Relationship 

Sensitive combination of roles and objects can be summed up to sensitive combina-

tion of permissions. So for the sake of brevity, we discuss here only the sensitive combi-

nation of permissions. In the access control scenario, we summarize the inner-relationship 

among users, inner-relationship among permissions, and user-permission relationships as 

follows: 

(i) Independent user accesses independent permission: a single independent user 

accesses independent permission. See part (a) of Fig. 1. This case does not need any kind 

of constraints. Access control decision-making can be done in the normal way.    

(ii) Independent user accesses part of the permissions or all permissions from a sen-

sitive combination of permissions: a single independent user successively accesses part of 

the permissions or all permissions from a sensitive combination of permissions, as shown 

in Fig. 1(b).  1 1 2 3, ,Task p p p  is a sensitive task composed of the permissions 1 2 3, ,p p p  

from the sensitive combination of  1 2 3 4_ , , ,S P p p p p . We need an access control con-

straint to prevent from this kind of situation. Permission-based separation of duty (2) re-

flects this case and prevents its occurrence. Constraints (1), (4) and (6) enumerated above 

also implicitly reflect this case and prevent its occurrence. 
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Fig. 1. User-permission relationship 

 

(iii) Similar users access part of the permissions or all permissions from the sensitive 

combination of permissions: users who have certain similarity successively access part of 

the permissions or all permissions from the sensitive combination of permissions as 

shown in Fig. 1(c).  1 1 2 3, ,Task p p p  is a sensitive task composed of the permissions 

1 2 3, ,p p p  from the sensitive combination of  1 2 3 4_ , , ,S P p p p p . We need an access 

control constraint to prevent from this kind of situation. Suppose that users’ similarity is 

decided by their authorized roles, and then the permission-based separation of duty (3) 
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above can reflect this case and prevent its occurrence. (5) also implicitly reflects this case 

and prevents its occurrence. 

 

3. SECRET SHARING SCHEME BASED APPROACH FOR ACCESS 

CONTROL CONSTRAINTS AGAINST SIMILAR USER CLUSTER AND 

SENSITIVE COMBINATION OF PERMISSIONS 

3.1 User Clustering In RBAC 

In the access control scenario, for a situation of multiple users’ collusive attack to an 

application system through their successive access to permissions from the sensitive 

combination of permissions, it is reasonable to say that these users have similarities to 

some extent. Then there occur questions about how to measure the similarities of these 

users and how to prevent this kind of situation. 

To the first question, RBAC does not define users’ similarity but implicitly uses us-

ers’ similarity when expressing and enforcing SOD. E.g., permission-based separation of 

duty (3) in previous section regards two users authorized to the same role as similar users 

and prevents part of permissions or all permissions from a sensitive combination of per-

missions from being invoked by the same role, which means this constraint finally pre-

vents these permissions from being invoked by similar users. Roles are the only criteria 

for defining users’ similarity in (3) in the previous section. Object-based separation of 

duty (5) in the previous section is the same except for objects. 

When different users access permissions from a sensitive combination of permis-

sions, we should be aware of users’ similarity. It is necessary to mine similar user cluster. 

Of course, users’ similarity has certain subjectivity, but in the access control we need to 

quantitatively describe it in order to make more accurate access control decision. 

 In RBAC constraints such as (3) and (5) in previous section, we find that users’ 

similarity is determined only by one role, we think it is not flexible enough. In fact, it can 

be said that two users are much similar when they have two identical roles than when they 

have just one. The two roles may not be equally important. It can be said that two users 

are much similar if both have manager role than if both have employee role. In hierar-

chical RBAC, if manager role is the senior role of employee role, then a user who is au-

thorized to manager role is also authorized to employee role. To mine similar user clus-

ters in RBAC, we give a novel definition of users’ similarity in RBAC. 

Definition 1. Assume that the role set of an RBAC system is: 

 1 2, ,..., nROLE r r r ,         1 2, ,..., nrv u r u r u r u , where 

 
           

          

1

0
k

kr Authorized
r u

Roles u

else

 
 


,   1,2,...,k n  

define the number of the same roles two users iu  and 
ju  authorized to as user 

similarity between iu  and 
ju . That is:  

 
1

, ( ) ( )
n

i j k i k j

k

rSim u u r u r u


                       (1) 

User similarity  ,i jrSim u u  between two users iu  and 
ju  in RBAC describes the 

degree of similarity of two users w.r.t. roles. The more same roles two users are author-
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ized to, the more similar they are, and vice versa. 

After defining user similarity, we no longer say that two users are similar when they 

are authorized to one same role. In different application systems, according to the system 

requirement we can define the threshold, and then we can say two users are similar if their 

user similarity is greater or equal to the threshold.  

In an application system, the importance of roles may be different. We define 

weighted user similarity below. 

Definition 2. Assume that the role set of an RBAC system is:  1 2, ,..., nROLE r r r , the 

weight of each role is denoted as , 1,2,...,iw i n ,         1 2, ,..., nrv u r u r u r u ,where 

 
           

          

1

0
k

kr Authorized
r u

Roles u

else

 
 


,   1,2,...,k n  

Define 

1

( , ) ( ( ) ( ))
n

i j k k i k j

k

wrSim u u w r u r u


                              (2) 

as weighted user similarity between iu  and 
ju . 

Weighted user similarity emphasizes the importance degree of different roles. 

Definition 3. For a given threshold rSIM , define the user set  1 2, ,..., sC u u u  as 

similar user cluster, if , ,i ju u C   there is  , ,i jrSim u u rSIM  and call iu  and 
ju  

similar users, denote as
i ju u . 

Definition 4. Assume that the role set of an RBAC system is: 

 1 2, ,..., ,nROLE r r r the weight of each role is denoted as , 1,2,...,iw i n , for a given 

threshold wrSIM , define the user set  1 2, ,..., sC u u u  as weighted similar user cluster, 

if , ,i ju u C   there is  , ,i jwrSim u u wrSIM  and call iu  and 
ju  weighted similar 

users, denoted as 
w

i ju u . 

Consider an application system which deployed RBAC. If users are denoted as 

nodes, connect the two nodes with an edge. If corresponding two users at least have a 

common authorized role, user similarity of the two users is regarded as the weight of the 

edge, then we can construct a simple undirected weighted graph 1 1,G V E  . If weighted 

user similarity of two users is regarded as weight of the edge, then we can construct an-

other simple undirected weighted graph 2 2,G V E  . According to the Definition 3, the 

problem of mining similar user clusters becomes a problem of overlapping clustering of 

1 1, .G V E   According to the Definition 4, the problem of mining weighted similar 

user clusters becomes a problem of overlapping clustering of 2 2, .G V E   CFinder [16, 

17] is a very promising tool for overlapping clustering. Consider 2 2,G V E  , for a given 

threshold wrSIM  and weight of roles , 1,2,...,iw i n , the user set of an application 

system USER  can be divided into weighted similar user cluster  1 2, ,...,CmC CC , where 

1

m

i

i

C USER


 . 

Assume an organization deploys RBAC system, the user set of the system is: 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8{ , , , , , , , }USER u u u u u u u u , role set is: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9{ , , , , , , , , }ROLE r r r r r r r r r , the weights of 

roles are: 1 3w  , 2 2w  , 4 1w  , 5 4w  , 6 3w  , 7 2w  , 8 1w  , 9 1w  ; role inheritance rela-

tions are: 1r ≽ 2r , 2r ≽ 3r , 5r ≽ 6r ; Assigned roles of each user are as follows: 

1 1 2 2 4

3 2 3 5 4 3 5

5 3 6 6 1 6

7 6 7

( ) { },    ( ) { , },

( ) { , , },    ( ) { , },

( ) { , },    ( ) { , },

( ) { , },    

AssignedRoles u r AssignedRoles u r r

AssignedRoles u r r r AssignedRoles u r r

AssignedRoles u r r AssignedRoles u r r

AssignedRoles u r r Assign

 

 

 

 8 7 8 9( ) { , , }edRoles u r r r

 

  
(a) (b) 

   Fig. 2: example of similar user clusters 

According to Definition 2 and hierarchical RBAC, we construct undirected weighted 

graph as shown in Fig. 2(a). If we define the threshold =3wrSIM , then we get an over-

lapping clustering 1 2 3 4( ) { , , , }C G C C C C  as shown in Fig. 2(b), where 1 1 2 3 6{ , , , }C u u u u , 

2 3 4 5{ , , }C u u u , 3 5 7{ , }C u u , 4 8{ }C u , from Definition 4, it can be seen that 1C , 2C , 

3C , 4C  are the similar user clusters we needed. 

3.2 Secret Sharing Scheme based Approach for Access Control Constraint 

against Similar Users’ Collusive Attack 

Original purpose of secret sharing scheme is to protect cryptographic keys from loss. 

Its main idea is that master key is divided into sub-keys and distributed amongst users and 

it can be reconstructed only when more than certain number of users provides corre-

sponding sub-keys. Otherwise, it can’t be reconstructed. Secret sharing scheme can also 

be used in common control of sensitive tasks, e.g. signing company cheques, launching 

nuclear missile, etc. Secret sharing scheme can be used in a situation of accomplishing a 

sensitive task when two or more users provide sub-keys to reconstruct a master key. Re-

construction of master key triggers the sensitive task or reconstruction of the master key 

itself is a sensitive task. 

The fundamental principle of access control constraints is to decompose permissions 

(objects) from the sensitive combination of permissions (objects) amongst different users 

or different user groups in order to prevent commercial fraud or mistakes. Therefore, se-

cret sharing scheme and access control constraints have a common purpose. So secret 

sharing scheme can be used in expressing and enforcing access control constraints. 

Suppose  1 2, ,..., nP p p p  is a set of n  permissions and combination of any k  

permissions from P  is sensitive. We use ( , )k n  secret sharing scheme to handle this 

situation. Generate a master key s  and divide it into n  sub-keys, 1 2{ , ,..., }s nK k k k . 

Define a mapping  
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:

: , 1,2,...,

s

i i

f K P

f k p i n



 
                                     (3) 

and  
( ) ( )i iif u User p then k assignedKey u            

In this way, sub-key ik  is bound to permission ip . When a user accesses permis-

sion ip , the user is mandatorily required to provide sub-key ik . Therefore, if a user pos-

sesses k  sub-keys from sK , then there is a possibility that the user accesses k permis-

sions from the corresponding permission set P , which means the user’s reconstruction of 

the master key s  is equivalent to the user’s access to k  permissions from the sensitive 

combination of permissions P . It can be seen from Fig. 1(b). If user u  possesses 

sub-keys 1 2 3, ,k k k  then he/she can invoke permission 1 2 3, ,p p p  and as a result he/she can 

accomplish the task 1T . Accomplishment of 1T  may cause commercial fraud or mistakes. 

So the access control policy administrator should guarantee that to any sensitive combi-

nation of permissions P , any user should not be able to reconstruct the corresponding 

master key s  using sub-keys he/she possessed, that is: 

({ ( )}) ,    ,    reconstruct assignedKey u s u USER s                       (4) 

To handle the situation that a similar user cluster members successively access per-

missions from a sensitive combination of permissions, we still use secret sharing 

scheme  ,k n . It is obvious that if members from a similar user cluster together possess 

k  sub-keys out of n , then there is a possibility that the members from the similar user 

cluster together access k  permissions from the corresponding permission set P . So the 

access control policy administrator should guarantee that to any sensitive combination of 

permissions P , any similar user cluster members should not be able to get together to 

reconstruct the corresponding master key s  using sub-keys they possessed, that is: 

({ ( ) | }) ,

, 1,2,..., ,

i

i

reconstruct assignedKey u u C s

C i m s

 

   C       
                                  (5) 

where C  is a similar user clusters mined according to Definition 3 or 4. 

Therefore, the enforcement of static access control constraints is turned into the dis-

tribution and administration of sub-keys. KDC (Key Distribution Center) can be respon-

sible for this, and this is out of our discussion. 

For dynamic access control constraint, Formula 4, 5 can be ignored. After we define 

similar user cluster, we propose a secret sharing scheme based approach for dynamic ac-

cess control constraints of RBAC, which is against similar user cluster and sensitive 

combination of permissions. First, the general definition of the access control constraint is 

given below. 

Definition 5. Define triples , ,P T    as access control constraint against similar 

user cluster and sensitive combination of permissions, where  1 2, ,..., nP p p p  is sensi-

tive combination of permissions. For anytime T ,   different permissions from P  is 

prohibited to be accessed by any similar user cluster members during time dura-

tion  ,T T T . 

Considering the dynamic characteristics of the access control constraints, the time 

duration  ,T T T  can be session time or working hours, etc. It depends on the concrete 

requirement of the application system. 
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Suppose: 

 
1

l

i

i

P


P  is the set of all permissions from sensitive combination of permissions. 

Table 1. Secret sharing scheme based access control decision making algorithm 

Input: u ,
uk , p ; P ;{ , , }i i iP T    

Output: permit, deny 

1: flag:=deny;  := ; 

2: if pP    then 

3:    if ( )p UserPermissions u    then   flag=permit;   return flag; 

4:    else   flag=deny;   return flag; 

5: else 

6:    for all iP  P    do 

7:       If ip P    then   { }iP   ; 

8:    for all iP     do 

9:       if ( )i up f k  and ( )p UserPermissions u    then 

10:          for all { | }j jC C u C     do 

11:             if 
, ,[ , ]C i C i it T T T     then 

12:                if 
,( { })C i u ireconstruct HK k s  and 

,| | 1C i iHP    and  

13:                   
,{ ' | ' ( ) 'i C ip p P HP u p   ≼ }p     then    

14:                    flag=permit; 

15:                else   flag=deny;   return flag; 

16:    If flag=permit   then 

17:       for all iP     do 

18:          for all { | }j jC C u C     do 

19:             if 
, ,[ , ]C i C i it T T T     then 

20:                if ( )i up f k    then 

21:                    
, , { }C i C i uHK HK k ; 

22:                 
, ,( ) ( ) { }C i C iHP u HP u p ; 

23:             else 

24:                 if ( )i up f k    then   
, { }C i uHK k ; 

25:                 
, ( ) { }C iHP u p ;   

,C i currentT T ; 

26:    return flag; 

  

 
1 2| | |{ , ,..., }|, 1,2,..., .

ii i i i inn P p p p i l     

 i  is the threshold of iP ; that is, combination of i  permissions from iP  is sensi-

tive, 1,2,...,i l . 

 is  is the corresponding master key of iP , 1,2,...,i l . 

 
1 2{ , ,..., }

ii i i inK k k k  is the sub-key set of is , 1,2,...,i l . 
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 if  is the mapping from iK  to iP , 1,2,...,i l . 

 1 1, ,..., mC C C  are weighted user clusters. 

 , ,{ , }
j jC i C i iT T T  is the valid time period for constraint , ,i i iP T    against 

jC . 

 ,jC iHP  is the subset of iP  that are already accessed by 
jC  members during 

, ,{ , }
j jC i C i iT T T . 

 , ( )
jC iHP u  is the subset of iP  that are already accessed by a user u who belongs to 

jC during , ,{ , }
j jC i C i iT T T . 

 ,jC iHK  is the set of sub-keys provided by 
jC  members when they try to access per-

missions from iP , and the sub-keys only correspond to successfully accessed permis-

sions. 

Definition 6.  , ,i iP if p P  P  then we call p  an independent permission. 

Suppose: 

  |p p P P  

Definition 7. _i i iP O P P   is a partial order on iP  called the access sequence re-

lation, written as ≼, where 1p ≼ 2p  only if, for any user, 1p  is required to be accessed 

before 2p  by the system. 

Table 1 presents the access control decision making algorithm according to the Def-

inition 5. In this algorithm, different sensitive combination of permissions might have 

intersection, and also permissions in a same sensitive combination of permissions might 

have partial order w.r.t. access sequence. 

In this algorithm, line 2－4 handle access control for independent permissions. Line 

5－25 handle access control constraint against similar user clusters and sensitive combi-

nation of permissions. From line 5 to 15, for all sensitive combination of permissions iP  

to which p belongs, and for all similar user clusters { | }j jC C u C  that include the user 

u , and if u possesses one of sub-keys of p  and is granted the permission according to 

RBAC policy, and corresponding time durations 
, ,[ , ]c i c i iT T T , the system checks if the 

corresponding cluster members can reconstruct any master keys of iP  when use the key 

uk  and 
,C iHK  or 

,| | 1C i iHP    or access sequence relation isn’t satisfied. If so, then 

the access request will be denied, otherwise permitted. From line 16 to 25, if user’s re-

quest is permitted, then the system updates the current state, it updates
,C iHK ,

, ( )C iHP u  for 

all sensitive combination of permissions iP  to which p belongs, and for all similar user 

clusters C  to which the user u belongs. Reset the current time 
,C iT  if current time is out of 

, ,[ , ]c i c i iT T T . 

This access control constraint can easily handle permission-based separation of duty 

(3) in section 2 and thereby can easily handle the rest of RBAC constraints enumerated in 

section 2. To handle (3), when we cluster users, use Definition 3, assuming 1rSIM   . 

To handle Chinese wall policy (6) in section (2), for the mutually disjoint objects 1ob  

and 2ob , define access control constraint ,1,P T   , where 1 2{ , , , }P ob op ob op     , 
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and use Definition 4 assuming 
1

n

i

i

wrSIM w


 . In this way, our constraint can cover 

RBAC constraints and Chinese wall policy enumerated in section 2. 

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

To evaluate the feasibility of the access control constraint presented, we designed an 

experiment and generated synthetic test data as follows: first created 1000 users, 100 

roles and 1000 permissions respectively; each user was randomly assigned to 5 roles; 

each permission was randomly assigned to 5 roles. Then created 30 role hierarchy rela-

tions, and according to Definition 2, calculated user similarity matrix. After that, based on 

Definition 4, used CFinder2.0.6
1
 to mine overlapping similar user clusters as Table 2 

Table 2. Similar user cluster for different threshold 

cluster size 
number of clusters 

2wrSIM   3wrSIM   4wrSIM   5wrSIM   

2 14 300 246 44 

3 1063 914 103 0 

4 1814 707 23 0 

5 2169 250 11 0 

6 2414 81 1 0 

7 2501 48 0 0 

8 2007 17 0 0 

9 1340 6 0 0 

10 946 1 0 0 

11 670 0 0 0 

12 442 0 0 0 

13 378 0 0 0 

14 245 0 0 0 

15 155 0 0 0 

16 109 0 0 0 

17 68 0 0 0 

18 43 0 0 0 

19 26 0 0 0 

20 26 0 0 0 

21 14 0 0 0 

22 6 0 0 0 

23 4 0 0 0 

24 2 0 0 0 

25 1 0 0 0 

26 3 0 0 0 

27 2 0 0 0 

 

Then we randomly generated 10000 access requests. Against the user’s access re-

quests, the access control decision-making process was held using conventional RBAC. 

2685 requests out of 10000 were permitted, and the rest were denied. Then sensitive 

                                                 
1
 http://www.cfinder.org/ 
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combination of permissions as Table 3, master keys and corresponding sub-keys for each 

sensitive combination of permissions using Shamir secret sharing scheme were randomly 

generated. Against the same access requests generated above, we launched presented 

constraint using the similar user clusters and the sensitive combination of permissions. 

For simplicity, users are assumed to have the corresponding sub-keys of the permission 

they try to access, and then the results in Table 4 are obtained. Because we launched the 

constraint, some access requests permitted when using normal access control decision 

process were denied.  

Table 3. Sensitive combination of permissions 

size of sensitive combination of permissions  10 5 3 2 

threshold    7 3 2 2 

number of sensitive combination of permissions 5 10 20 100 

 

Table 4. Access control decision results using constraints with different threshold 

 number of permitted request 

Normal(no constraints) 2685 

2wrSIM    2646 

3wrSIM    2667 

4wrSIM    2677 

5wrSIM    2685 

From Table 2,3,4 it can be seen that to a certain amount of fixed sensitive combina-

tion of permissions, that its size threshold is fixed, if we change the threshold of similar 

user clusters, then the number of clusters and cluster sizes will change accordingly, hence 

the results of access control decision will change. If the threshold of similar user clusters 

is increased, then numbers of all different sizes of similar user clusters will be decreased. 

As a result, the possibility of denial of user’s access requests will be decreased, which 

means the access control constraints of the application system become looser. If the 

threshold of similar user clusters is decreased, then numbers of all different sizes of simi-

lar user clusters will be increased consequently, the possibility of denial of user’s access 

requests will be increased, meaning the access control constraints of the application sys-

tem become stricter. Therefore, using this approach to express and enforce access control 

constraints has flexibility, and it is feasible and effective.  

5. RELATED WORK 

Main research works related to constraints are [1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 13]. Crampton classifies 

RBAC constraints in detail and develops a set-based specification scheme for constraints 

and provides an enforcement model [1]. The importance of taking into account the us-

er-to-user relationship and user-to-permission relationship in access control is inspired by 

Crampton’s work. However, our consideration doesn’t cover all constraints enumerated 

in [1] since we summarize these constraints from similar users and sensitive combination 

of permissions point of view in our work. Sandhu et al. proposes RCL2000 (Role-Based 
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Constraints Language 2000) to formalize RBAC constraints [4]. The focus of Sandhu’s 

work [4] is to propose a formal language to specify role-based authorization constraints 

including static and dynamic SOD, the language is built on RBAC96 components [6]. 

Sandhu et al. [11] firstly propose ABCL (Attribute Based Constraints specification Lan-

guage). It is used to specify constraints in ABAC (attribute based access control), and 

ABCL supports SOD of RBAC. 

Xiaopu Ma et al. present a constraint mining approach [5]. They regard constraint as 

an important aspect of RBAC and say that non-RBAC system must need generation and 

enforcement of constraints when migrated to an RBAC system and propose an-

ti-association rule mining algorithm to generate mutually exclusive roles constraint and 

mutually exclusive permissions constraint, they omits other cardinality constraints. The 

generated mutually exclusive permissions constraint can be regarded as a special case of 

sensitive combination of permissions in our work. Hong Chen et al. propose an approach 

of generating SMER (Statically Mutually Exclusive Role) constraint set to enforce static 

SOD policy [9], the generated constraint set are compatible with RBAC role hierarchy 

and the least restrictive. [5] and [9] are for the purpose of generating RBAC constraint 

policy to achieve explicit constraint policies in order to enforce it in an effective way. 

Compared to the two works [5, 9], in our proposal, we generate constraint policy accord-

ing to users’ similarity and mutually exclusive permissions which we call sensitive com-

bination of permissions in our work. The strictness of constraint policy changes according 

to the method of calculating user’s similarity and definition of similar user clusters. In 

this sense, our proposal are much flexible than theirs.  

Our previous work [8] can express and enforce role based, permission based, and 

object based SOD [1] in an effective way after proper configuration. The focus of [8] is 

an access control approach which is based on user’s trustworthiness and risk value of 

permission and constraints are part of it. Unlike our work in this paper, it doesn’t use 

RBAC components; the approach in [8] is much suitable for the situation that users are 

unknown outsiders of the application system. In this paper, if we form undirected 

weighted graph of users, users in the same cluster construct a complete sub-graph of the 

whole graph but not included in any larger complete sub-graph, whereas users in the same 

potential user group doesn’t necessarily construct a complete sub-graph in [8]. So, in this 

paper, users in the same cluster are closer with each other and much stable than users in 

the same potential user group defined in [8]. Moreover, accessing permission from sensi-

tive combination of permissions has stricter requirements on users, users should be both 

authorized to that permission by RBAC policy and possess corresponding sub-key of that 

permission. We can see from the algorithm in Table 1 of [8] that potential user group is 

calculated in a lazy mode, but in this work, similar user clusters are calculated beforehand. 

To sum up, this paper mainly focuses on enforcing RBAC constraints and Chinese wall 

policy and preventing insiders’ collusive attack more accurately. 

 In [13] we propose attribute-based access control constraint based on subject simi-

larity, where the constraint is against similar subjects w.r.t. subject’s attribute. The pre-

sented work is an extension of [13]. Although [13] proposes a calculation method of sub-

jects’ similarity according to subjects’ attribute value, it just discuss the situation that the 

attributes have discreet value, it lacks discussion of nominal, binary, ordinal, numeric, 

continuous attributes. The constraint presented in this work is built on RBAC system, the 

main contribution of the presented work is that we introduce similarity in RBAC w.r.t. 
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RBAC role and on this basis generalize RBAC constraints which cover SOD of RBAC 

and Chinese wall policy. Additionally, we support the access control constraint specifica-

tion and enforcement with secret sharing scheme; unlike the algorithm in [13], in this 

work, we consider users’ sub-keys when they access permission from sensitive combina-

tion of permissions. Compared to algorithm in [8], [13], the presented work take into ac-

count the situation that different sensitive combination of permissions have intersections 

and the partial order of permissions w.r.t. access sequence.  

Literatures [8, 10, 12, 13] are related to Chinese wall policy [2]. [8] can express and 

enforce Chinese wall policy through adjusting user’s trust value and risk value of objects, 

and highly trustworthy users are allowed to bypass Chinese wall policy constraint. Sharifi 

and Tripunitara provide an approach of enforcing Chinese wall policy with minimized 

restriction [10], but it makes a compromise, that is the read or write action of a subject 

might affect other subject’s read or write action afterwards. The purpose of [8, 10] is to 

reduce the strictness of Chinese wall policy and improve its flexibility. [12] provides 

CWCMS (Chinese Wall Central Management System) to effectively implement Chinese 

wall policy in cloud computing by physical isolation of virtual machines with conflict of 

interests. Our work also involves Chinese wall policy and improves its flexibility. 

Cryptographic approaches are used in access control [20-22, 24]. [20] points out an 

example of collusive attack against which the proposal in [24] is not secure. [21] presents 

an adaptable key assignment method with the assignment of independent time-token, it 

can tackle the problem of collusive attack discussed in [20] and also handle potential se-

curity threats [24] still have to confront. Speaking to collusive attack, we have a premise 

that only users in the same similar user clusters collude, we focus on the similar users’ 

collusive attack via successively accessing permissions from sensitive combination of 

permissions which results in the accomplishment of certain sensitive tasks; it can handle 

this kind of situation even if the same similar user cluster members share with each other 

the sub-keys bounded to these permissions. It doesn’t handle the situation that a user ac-

cesses an unauthorized permission by RBAC role inheritance relation and sharing 

sub-keys with other users within the same similar user cluster if before his/her action vio-

lates the constraint in Definition 5. In this sense, although [20, 21, 24] and our work pro-

pose cryptographic approach for access control and [20, 21] consider collusive attack, the 

meaning of the collusive attack is different in definition, [20, 21] are against any two or 

more users’ collusive attack, ours are against similar users’ collusive attack, because we 

assume that only similar users have the high possibility of collusion, this idea is inspired 

by social network. 

In [22], Oudkerk et al. use Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) method for access 

control of data object, users can decrypt the data object to achieve it by using possessed 

attributes of users and terminals which are authorized to decrypt the data object. In our 

proposal, access control decision are made for permissions from sensitive combination of 

permissions by using RBAC and secret sharing scheme in the parallel way, access control 

decision are made for independent permissions by only using RBAC. 

Adaptation is regarded as one of the necessary features of access control in future 

systems [25]. Adaptation can be realized to some extent in the presented work by chang-

ing the threshold of similar user clusters. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Considering the importance of constraints in high-level access control, this paper 

proposes an approach of access control constraints against similar users and sensitive 

combination of permissions using secret sharing scheme. This approach not only ex-

presses and enforces conventional RBAC constraints and Chinese wall policy but also 

can handle the situation that several users conspire to attack the application system. In 

addition, the similar user cluster has flexibility in definition according to the system re-

quirement; the threshold of similar user clusters will be adjusted. Similar user cluster de-

fined in this paper is based on user’s role, besides which we can further consider adding 

other criteria such as users’ historical access request similarity, user’s other attributes and 

etc. to express and enforce access control constraints. 

In our approach, because users’ similarity is calculated by users’ RBAC role, and 

users’ role in most systems, which deployed RBAC, are quite static and stable, so users’ 

role information is available before we cluster users. However, if the RBAC policy 

changes all the time or we need other additional dynamic information for clustering, the 

practical use of our approach will be compromised. We need to choose or design more 

appropriate dynamic clustering algorithms as our future work. 

Cryptographic solutions are considered to be not very efficient for access control 

because of key management issue, However, to our knowledge, the sensitive combination 

of permissions and permissions within them are smaller in amount compared to all per-

missions in RBAC systems and we assign keys only for these permissions from sensitive 

combination of permissions, so we prefer cryptographic approach in the presented work. 

For the scenario that there are large amount of permissions, we need further research 

work. 

The sensitive combination of permissions has ( , )n k  structure, which is combina-

tion of any k permissions out of n  permissions is sensitive; it is refined from RBAC 

constraint as we discussed section 2. Sensitive combination of permissions might have 

more complicated structure [8], For example, it does not comply with ( , )n k  structure. 

This needs further research work. We also need quantitatively describe sensitivity degree 

of sensitive combination of permissions. 
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